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AN ITERATION METHOD FOR INCOMPRESSIBLEVISCOUS/INVISCID COUPLED PROBLEM VIA A SPECTRALAPPROXIMATION�1)Chuan-ju Xu(Department of Mathematis, Xiamen University, Xiamen 361005, China)AbstratAn eÆient iteration-by-subdomain method (known as the Shwarz alternatingalgorithm) for inompressible visous/invisid oupled model is presented. Appro-priate spetral olloation approximations are proposed. The onvergene analysisshow that the iterative algorithms onverge with a rate independent of the poly-nomial degree used.Key words: Coupled equations, Navier-Stokes equations, Euler equations, Clloa-tion approximation, Shwarz alternating algorithm.1. IntrodutionDomain deomposition methods are useful approximation tehniques to fae om-putational uid dynamis problems, espeially in omplex physial domains and usingparallel omputational environments. They have been �rst employed in �nite di�ereneand �nite element methods. In the ontext of spetral methods, they date from thelate 1970s (see for instane [3℄ and the referenes therein). Earlier appliations of thedomain deomposition methods are related to split the whole domain into subdomainsof simpler shape, and then to redue the given problem to a sequene of subproblemswhih inlude generally same equations. Reently an intensive attention fouses onthe study of possibility of using di�erent type of equations within subdomains wheredi�erent ow haraters are observable. There has been some work, done mainly byQuarteroni and his ollaborators [4, 8℄, on the oupling of ompressible visous andinvisid equations. The oupled problem of inompressible visous and invisid equa-tions has been �rst onsidered by Xu and Maday in [11℄. One of main goals of theseinvestigations was to �nd orret onditions on the interfae separating the visousand invisid subdomains. However eÆient solvers are also of great importane whensolving numerially the full time-dependent oupled equations. We propose in this pa-per an iteration-by-subdomain proedure to solve the oupled problem. The iterationalgorithm, whih involves the suessive resolution of the two subproblems, is a variantof lassial Shwarz alternating methods[9, 4, 8℄. But the present algorithm uses twonews tehniques: �rst the norms of interfae's funtion are de�ned via some interfae� Reeived January 23, 1996.1)This work was supported by Natural Siene Foundation of China under Grant K16017.



380 C.J. XU"lifting" operators, di�erent from the usual L2-norm; seondly, the interfae iterationfuntions are onstruted on weak form, due to the disontinuous veloity/ontinuouspressure formulation in the invisid subdomain (in fat we have not been able to provethe onvergene of the iterative proedure based on strong form). We give exat on-vergene analysis and prove that the iterative algorithms using a spetral olloationapproximation onverge with a rate independent of the polynomial degree used.We end this introdution by introduing some notations. Hereafter we use lettersof boldfae type to denote vetors and vetor funtions. ; 1; 2; � � � are generi posi-tive onstants independent of the disretization parameters. Let 
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Fig.1 Computational domainThroughout this paper, with any funtion v de�ned in 
, we assoiate the pair(v�;v+), where v� (resp. v+) denotes the restrition of v to 
� (reps. 
+). Wede�ne (�; �)k; k = �;+ and (�; �)� by(uk;vk)k = Z
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